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Summary: Recognizing his tendency to problem-solve, Mr. X learns the importance of stepping 
back and allowing his son to search for answers, make mistakes, and learn from them. Discover 
how a shi> in mindset can empower teenagers to manage their own acJviJes. 
 
Mr. X, a senior manager, has been facing significant stress in dealing with his teenage son's 
struggle for independence. Despite his efforts to guide his son in the right direcJon, he finds 
himself constantly reminding him to prioriJze responsibiliJes over excessive gaming. The 
constant baOle between encouraging independence and offering guidance has le> Mr. X feeling 
overwhelmed. 
 
During our conversaJon, I pointed out that Mr. X's approach seemed rooted in his problem-
solving mindset as a manager. I offered an analogy of supervising an intern, where taking a step 
back and allowing them to search for answers and learn from mistakes is more effecJve than 
taking over the driver's seat. This perspecJve shi> startled Mr. X, making him realize that he 
needed to find a new approach. 
 
Recognizing the need for change, Mr. X decided to encourage his son to take more ownership of 
his acJviJes. He decided to suggest using an alarm clock as a tool for his son to remind himself 
of his responsibiliJes, shi>ing the responsibility from Mr. X's constant reminders to his son's 
self-awareness. 
 
I suggested that rather than immediately jumping in to provide soluJons, Mr. X should engage 
his son in open-ended conversaJons to foster awareness about his Jme management. By asking 
quesJons like "How is your approach to managing your own Jme going so far?" or "Have you 
noJced the amount of Jme you've been dedicaJng to gaming?" he could encourage his son to 
reflect on his acJons and consider alternaJve management strategies. Instead of offering 
specific suggesJons, I advised Mr. X to explore opJons together, allowing for open and creaJve 
possibiliJes. 
 
Embracing the role of a coach rather than a problem solver, Mr. X acknowledged that this 
transiJon would be challenging. I reassured him that as children grow, parents need to gradually 
step back and allow them to become more self-reliant. I emphasized the importance of paJence 
and understanding that change takes Jme for both parents and children. 
 
Mr. X expressed graJtude for shedding light on his unconscious habitual mode of operaJon. He 
realized that this shi> in mindset could not only benefit his relaJonship with his son but also be 
applied to conflict resoluJon at work. By allowing coworkers to make mistakes and learn from 
them, he recognized that valuable lessons could be gleaned and lead to improved outcomes. 



 
In conclusion, empowering teenagers to manage their own Jme requires a shi> from problem-
solving to coaching. Mr. X's journey serves as a reminder that by fostering self-awareness, asking 
thought-provoking quesJons, and embracing paJence, parents can guide their teens toward 
self-management skills and independence. Through this transformaJon, both parents and 
teenagers can build stronger relaJonships and culJvate valuable life skills that extend far 
beyond Jme management. 
 


